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NV-562
5.6” Digital Picture Frame
The NV-562 sports a high resolution, bright 5.6˝ TFT screen that displays digital
photos or video files in vivid color. Set up as a slide show and play directly from a
memory card. Even has built-in stereo speakers. The number of images or video
clips is only limited by the capacity of the memory card being used. Housed in a
sleek decorative acrylic frame, the NV-562 is the ideal solution for putting your
images living room.
◆ 5.6˝ high-quality TFT color LCD display

(320 x 234 pixel resolution) appears bright
and sharp under most viewing conditions.
◆ Built-in memory card slot accepts Compact-

Flash (Type I/II), SD, MultiMedia Card,
Memory Stick and xD-Picture Cards.
◆ Supports a range of

still image video and
audio format including MPEG-1/2/4 video;
MP3/MP4 audio; JPEG and BMP images up
to 6 Megapixels (EXIF and DCF standards).

◆ USB interface lets you transfer images ,video

clips and audio files to the unit for display.
◆ In addition to interval time settings, offers 14

transition styles including Random which
randomly change transition types between
images.
◆ Sleek decorative design fits any decor, and it

◆ Simple to use, menu-based controls can be

accessed via on-board control buttons
(Power/Menu, Enter, Back, Forward, Up,
Down), or with the included remote control.
◆ Includes AC adapter, desktop stand and a

includes a desktop stand
◆ Use the frame to view images on your TV or

projector, thanks to its AV out capability.

remote control. Measure 3.9˝ x 5˝ x 2.3˝.
NV-562 (DINV562) ......................................88.95

MF-575 5.6˝ USB Digital Picture Frame

Similar to the NV-562, the MF-575 is a premium digital frame designed for the home or
business with features to match. The frame is interchangeable with standard 5x7 frames to
suit any décor. A built-in card reader let’s you play slideshows, MP3 audio, and MPEG video
directly from the multi-media card. To enhance the experience, the MF-575 can play your audio
as a background to a slideshow! A built-in USB port allows other media types to be played such
as thumb drives. Equipped with a wall mount/desktop mount and Kensington Security lock it is
ideal for both home and office users to proudly display family photos on the desk, shelf or wall.
MF-575 (DIMF575) ............................................................................................................................................89.95

NV-700 PLUS / NV-800 PLUS
7” and 8” Digital Picture Frames
The NV-700 Plus and NV-800 Plus are full featured digital frames. They sport a high
resolution, bright 7-or 8-inch TFT screen that displays digital photos and video in vivid
color. Set up as a slide show and play directly from a memory card. Include an audio
slideshow function, so you can listen to music while a slideshow is playing. The number
of images is only limited by the capacity of the memory card being used. They accept CF,
SD, XD, SM, MMC and Memory Stick cards for maximum compatibility with digital
cameras. They are light, portable and easy to use. On screen menu is used to access the
different control functions, giving you full control of the slide show and player functions.
◆ 256MB internal memory

◆ Plays JPEG images, MP3 audio, MPEG video, and audio slideshow

◆ Sleek Decorative Design

◆ Built-in memory card slot

◆ Built-in Stereo Speakers ◆ USB Port for PC, A/V output for TV

◆ Include remote control and desktop stand

NV-700 PLUS (DINV700P) .....................................................................................99.95
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NV-800 PLUS (DINV8000256) .............................................................................169.95
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MV-800 PLUS
8” Digital Picture Frame
The MV-800 Plus sports a high resolution, 8-inch TFT screen that displays digital photos and video in vivid color. Set up as a slide
show and play directly from a memory card. Include an audio slideshow function, so you can listen to music while a slideshow is
playing. The number of images is only limited by the capacity of the memory card being used. Accepts CF, SD, XD, SM, MMC and
Memory Stick cards for maximum compatibility with digital cameras. On screen menu is used to access the different control
functions, giving you full control of the slide show and player functions.
◆ USB Port to PC and other devices

◆ 256MB internal memory

◆ Plays JPEG images, MP3 audio, MPEG video,

◆ Built-in memory card slot

and Audio Slideshow
◆ Built-in stereo speakers

◆ Changeable frame design

◆ A/V output for TV
◆ Includes remote control and desktop stand

MV-800 PLUS (DIMV800PDPV)........................169.95

MV-1500/MV-1700/MV-1900
15”, 17”, 19” Digital Picture Frames
Photo player, MP3 music player and video player, these frames sports a high resolution, bright
TFT screen that displays digital photos and video clips in vivid color. Set up as a slide show and
play directly from a memory card. The number of images or the amount of music or video is
only limited by the capacity of the memory card being used. The MV-1500 (15˝) features
1024x768 resolution JPEG viewer, the MV-1700 (17˝) and MV-1900(19˝) feature 1240 x768
resolution JPEG viewer. They accept a wide variety of media cards for maximum compatibility
with most digital cameras. Add MP3 music tracks to the slide show or use it as an MP3 player. A remote control is used to access the
easy to use on board menu, giving you full control of the slide show and player functions. They also support MPEG1,2,4 movie
formats for play back of digital camera movies or movies created on the PC. They are available in Black, Silver and Gold.
MV-1500: 15˝ with Gold Frame (DIMV1500GDPV) with Silver Frame (DIMV1500SDPV) with Black Frame (DIMV1500BDPV) ............................................324.95
MV-1700: 17˝ with Gold Frame (DIMV1700GDPV) with Silver Frame (DIMV1700SDPV) with Black Frame (DIMV1700BDPV) ............................................379.95
MV-1900: 19˝ with Gold Frame (DIMV1900GDPV) ............................................................................................................................................................489.95

MEMORYVUE PREMIUM SERIES Wireless Digital Frames
Bring your digital lifestyle into view! Digital Spectrum’s Premium series is a family of wireless digital frames that pack
features and capabilities not available elsewhere. They can play images, MP3 audio, or WMV video. As a bonus audio can be
played in the background while a slideshow is playing, adding that extra dimension of utility. Sporting changeable frame
capability, these frames can be decorated to suit any décor. Coupled with volume control and on screen menu system, they are
ideal for use in an entryway, living room, or den.
◆ Built-in multi-format card reader
◆ 256MB of

◆Embedded 802.11 wireless allows you to con-

nect wirelessly to your computer or network

internal memory

◆ Web enabled, you can enjoy all the content

◆ USB Host and Device Ports (Camera, PC,

sent to you by family and friends via the internet and photo sharing sites.

Thumb Drive, etc.)

◆ Changeable frame to match the décor
◆ Remote Control for content management
◆ No subscriptions, no PC required, easy to use

MemoryVue Premium Vista-Ready & Wi-Fi Capable Digital Multimedia Picture Frames:
MF-8000 with 8˝ LCD (DIMF8000P) ...................................................249.95
MF-8115 with 15˝ LCD (DIMF8115P) .......389.95

MF-8104 with 10.4˝ LCD (DIMF8104P) ...............................................299.95

MF-1700 with 17˝ LCD (DIMF1700P0)......438.95

MF-1900 with 19˝ LCD (DIMF1900P) ......469.95
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KO DAK

EASYSHARE DIGITAL PICTURE FRAME
7-,8- and 10-inch Digital Picture Frames
Kodak’s EasyShare digital picture frames play vibrant slideshows of your
favorite pictures and videos that you can set to music. Available in 8- and
10-inch Wi-Fi and 7-and 8-inch standard versions, these frames boast true
plug-and-play ease of use and a full menu of versatile features with an
intuitive, multifunction remote control. Optional interchangeable faceplates
let you match your décor and show off your style.
Color tuned to Kodak standards, the frames use Kodak Color Science for
vibrant colors and pleasing skin tones—displaying pictures in brilliant color
and crisp detail. Set up is a snap, and you can enjoy any JPEG picture, most
video types (MPEG-1/MPEG-4, MOV, AVI) and MP3 music using all the
popular memory card formats (CF, SD, MMC, xD and MS). You can also
source digital files from any digital still camera, PC, Jump and Flash Drive
via USB 2.0. Stereo speakers are built into the frames for dramatic sound accompaniment to your slide shows.
Supplied remote control gives you access to all the functionality of the frame - choose the location of your pictures, customize
slideshow, even select pictures and videos to copy, delete, rotate, zoom and print. Those with a Wi-Fi (802.11b/g) network can
wirelessly view pictures from a PC or connect to Kodak Gallery to display online picture albums right on the frame.
To customize the frame to your décor, optional frame faceplates are available in frosted floral glass, warm walnut wood,whiteboard (write on and wipe off) and antique silver. Easy to change, the faceplates snap onto the frame and update the look to
suit your own personal style.
◆ Start viewing your pictures and videos right

away—just insert a memory card or connect
your digital camera and enjoy

EasyShare SV710

◆ A frame full of

features: slide shows your
way, thumbnails, copy, delete, and print

The SV710 has a 7-inch 480 x 234 resolution analog display in 16:9 aspect ratio. It has 128 MB
internal memory and built-in memory card expansion slot that is compatible with CompactFlash
(CF), Microdrive, SD (Secure Digital), Multimedia Card (MMC), Memory Stick and xD-Picture
Card. The SV710 is truly plug-and-play and you can begin viewing pictures right out of the box.

◆ Set the mood with music—listen to your

EasyShare SV710 - 7˝ Digital Frame (KOFD7) .............................................................................119.95

favorite MP3s with built-in speakers
◆ Selectable viewing hours featuring

automatic on/off settings
◆ Simple to use, convenient drag-and-drop

feature makes transferring pictures a snap

EasyShare SV811
Same features as the EasyShare SV710, the SV811 steps up with an 8-inch 800 x 480 resolution
analog display in 16:9 aspect ratio.
EasyShare SV811 - 8˝ Digital Frame (KOFD8) .............................................................................159.95

◆ Supplied with handy remote control
◆ PictBridge-enabled, so you can print

pictures without a computer
◆ Optimized with Kodak Light Management

Film to provide a bright, clear display with
excellent viewing angle

EasyShare EX811
Same features as the Easyshare SV811, the EX811 adds the ability to wirelessly add pictures and
videos from your computer or the Kodak Gallery using your Wi-Fi network. The frame also has
built-in stereo speakers and headphone jack for music.
EasyShare EX811 - 8˝ Digital Frame (KOFD8Q) ..........................................................................209.95

◆ View pictures on the 16:9 wide screen

featuring Kodak Color Science for vibrant
color and crisp detail
◆ Display your frame on a tabletop or on a

wall—vertically or horizontally
◆ Add style to any décor with optional

accessory faceplates

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

EasyShare EX1011
Same features as the EasyShare E811, the EX1011 has a 10˝ (diagonal) 800 x 480 high resolution
digital display in 16:9 aspect ratio with wireless access of pictures, videos and music from a PC or
online at Kodak Gallery over standard wireless home network. The frame also has built-in stereo
speakers and headphone jack for music.
EasyShare EX1011 - 10˝ Digital Frame (KOFD10) .......................................................................254.95
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DF-EM7
eMotion 7” Digital Picture Frame
The DF-EM7 incorporates a stunning 7˝ color LCD display with a 16:9 aspect ratio to
display and showcase your favorite images directly from a memory card. A Simple
operation means that any one can use the player. Simply insert your camera memory card
and a slide show begins automatically. Speed can be adjusted via the intuitive controls on the
unit. Available in five versions, two with high tech design with matte black or white border
around the LCD, and a shiny acrylic black or clear border. The other three have built-in
speakers, 128MB of internal memory and include infra-red remote control. They come
with an interchangeable frame or with either a dark wood or light wood frame.
◆ 7˝ high-resolution (480 x 234) anti-glare

◆ Compatible with most memory cards

(16:9 wide and 4:3 ratio) TFT color LCD.
◆ Automatic slide show begins when you insert
a flash memory card.

including SD (Secure Digital),
MultiMediaCard, Memory Stick,
CompactFlash, and xD-Picture Cards.

◆ Operates from buttons on the unit.
◆ USB port for easy transfer of

images to frame

from your computer.

DF-EM7 Black (MEDFEM7B): Matte black around the LCD, and a shiny acrylic black border .........................................................................................119.95
DF-EM7 White (MEDFEM7W): Matte white around the LCD, and a shiny acrylic white border frame ...........................................................................119.95
DF-EM7IF (MEDFEM7IF): With interchangeable frame, built-in speakers, 128MB internal memory and remote control ...........................................124.95
DF-EM7DW (MEDFEM7DW128): With dark wood frame, built-in speakers, 128MB internal memory and remote control .........................................134.95
DF-EM7LW (MEDFEM7LW128): With light wood frame, built-in speakers, 128MB internal memory and remote control ...........................................136.95
DF-EM92IF (MEDFEM92IF): Same as the DF-EM7IF except with 9.2˝ interchangeable frame ..........................................................................................182.50
DF-EM104NI (MEDFEM104NI): With 10.4˝ wood frame, built-in speakers, 128MB internal memory and remote control .........................................187.50

MK DIGITAL DIREC T
8” and 15” Digital Picture Frames
Impress friends, family or even customers with MK Digital’s innovative 8˝ and 15˝
digital picture frames. Enjoy your digital pictures in sharp, vibrant colors, or display
your products like jewelry photos on their high-resolution color LCD screen. The
innovative displays lets users view from the selection of photos collected on your
memory card, while versatile multi-format memory card support means that you
can display photos directly from most popular flash memory cards. The frames can
also play movies, video clips and music. The classic wooden frame design matches with most living room or office decor.
◆ Built-in memory card slots support

CompactFlash (I/II), MicroDrive,
SmartMedia, SD (Secure Digital), MMC,
RS-MMC and Memory Stick (standard,
PRO, Duo and PRO Duo) memory cards.
Also supports xD-picture cards with
optional adapter.
◆ Scroll through all your pictures with

automatic photo slideshow.

◆ Remote control lets you change slideshow

interval and transition effects on-the-fly.
◆ Zoom and pan to see the fine details.
◆ Rotate photos on the screen as you view

them.

◆ Navigate through your memory card

contents in File Library Mode.
◆ Find photos easily using Thumbnail View.
◆ Adjust screen brightness and contrast for

◆ 130° horizontal, 110° vertical viewing angle.
◆ In addition to JPEGs, supports MPEG-1,

MPEG-2, MJPEG and MP3 files.

8˝ Digital Picture Frame (MKDPF8) ............................................248.95

◆ Add music to your photo slideshow

optimal viewing.
◆ Includes Image Moments, A/V cables and

detachable leg and remote control.

15˝ Digital Picture Frame (MKDPF15) ........................................478.50
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PHILIPS

PHOTOFRAME
7- and 9” Digital Picture Frames
Available in 7˝ and 9˝ sizes with a choice of frames, Philips’s digital picture
frames feature high pixel density for sharp and detailed photo display.
They offer a luxurious design to complement you photos and your decor.
View photos directly from memory cards - no PC required, or use the USB
connector for easy downloading of images from your computer. Create
and play slideshows or browse single photos and thumbnails. They offer multiple viewing modes, and run on battery or AC power. A built-in
clock turns them on or off at times you select.

7” Models All Feature
◆ The very best high density screen in the

◆ Top quality design and exquisite materials

industry displays 88% more pixels per square
inch than even a high end 17˝ LCD monitor
— showing off your treasured photos with
the same ‘real life’ rich detail and vibrant
colors as high quality prints.
◆ Full color display brings out the best in

your photos with vibrant, real life colors by
displaying the same full range of colors
found in professionally printed photos.
◆ Decor enhancing design melds form and

function in an elegant, eye-appealing
package that complements refined,
stylish home decor.

◆ Display your photos in landscape or portrait

include a solid metal stand, stylish frame and
detailed finishing that convey an impression
of value and refined taste, adding luster to
the photos displayed on PhotoFrame.
◆ Create and play slideshows. Pressing the

orientation.
◆ Built-in USB connector for easy and quick

downloading photos from a PC.
◆ Flexible display modes give you the freedom

to display your photos one image at one
time, in thumbnail mode for quick, easy
searches, or to create a slideshow of your
most treasured photos.

button and selecting the slideshow function
automatically displays all photos stored on
your PhotoFrame page-by-page.
◆ Two memory card readers are built-in for

◆ They run on AC power or cordlessly, with the

easy viewing of photo without a computer.
One slot accepts CompactFlash (Type 1)
cards, the second accommodates Memory
Stick, SD and MMC cards.

on-board rechargeable battery.
◆ Built-in clock turns the PhotoFrame on or

off at times you select.

7˝ Digital PhotoFrame with selection of 4 interchangeable frames to fit personal tastes and compliment home or office decor (PHF74I) ..............169.95
7˝ Digital PhotoFrame with Walnut Wood Frame (PHF7W) ...........................................................................................................................................169.99
7˝ Digital PhotoFrame with White Wood Frame (PHF7WQ)...........................................................................................................................................169.95

9” Models Step-up Features
◆ Automatic landscape/portrait recognition

employs a sensor that recognizes the frame’s
orientation and displays each photo in its
proper mode .
◆ Two built-in memory card readers and

featured software for displaying, editing,
storing and organizing your memory card
photos directly in one, hassle-free step all without a PC. One slot accepts CompactFlash (Type I) cards while the second
accommodates Memory Stick and Memory
Stick Pro, SD, MMC and xD card.

◆ Smart Album allows you to create and

◆ Slideshow setting: Collage (single picture),

manage albums, as well as to set up and
adjust transition effects to your photo
slideshows.

Random, Sequential, Transition effect
◆ Built-in memory capacity of

110 to 150
photos (50 photos on the 7˝ models).

◆ PhotoEffect Wizard is easy-to-use feature

that allows you to rotate, zoom in, crop and
even adjust photo color tones to black &
white or sepia right in PhotoFrame.
◆ A timer turns your PhotoFrame on and off

times you choose. You can select different
time slots to fit your personal schedule and
to save energy.

at

◆ Create, delete, edit and rename albums
◆ Photo effects including Black and White,

Frames, Sepia.
◆ Slideshow management: create slideshow,

delete slideshow, rename slideshow.
◆ Black, white and gray screen backgrounds.

9˝ Digital PhotoFrame with 4 Interchangeable Frames (PHF94I) ... 209.95

9˝ Digital PhotoFrame with Metal Frame (PHF9M) .........................209.95

9˝ Digital PhotoFrame with White Wood Frame (PHF9WQ)............209.95

9˝ Digital PhotoFrame with Walnut Wood Frame (PHF9WQ) .........209.95
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SMARTPARTS

DIGITAL PICTURE FRAMES
SP-DF70 7” Picture Frame
Available in a black acrylic or walnut wood frame, the DPF-70 lets users show
their favorite images on a high quality 7˝ LCD display. It accepts most types of
memory cards - simply insert your card into the side of the frame and your digital
images can be viewed. Compatible with SD (Secure Digital), Memory Stick MMC
and x-D picture cards. Also plays videos in the AVI format. Supports rotation of
photos for proper display of vertical pictures. Removable stand allows the frame to
be displayed vertically or horizontally. Key holes for wall mounting.
SP-DF70 7˝ Digital Picture Frame with Real Walnut Wood Frame (SMDPF7WW) ....................99.95
SP-DF70 7˝ Digital Picture Frame with Acrylic Black Frame (SMDPF7B) ..................................99.95

SP-DDP84M 8.4” Picture Frame
This high-resolution (800x 600) LCD display lets you view your digital pictures
and listen to MP3 music from CompactFlash, SD, Memory Stick and xD-picture
cards. It allows user to delete, rotate and/or pan pictures, create slide shows and
move pictures between the memory cards and a computer.
◆

Slide Show mode is a convenient method to display all your picture in a continuous mode
(four speeds)– plus it offers ten pre –programmed transitions from slide to slide.

◆

Most functions can be controlled from the included remote control.

◆

The frame can also be connected to a computer via USB 2.0 and pictures can be up-loaded
(from computer to memory card) or downloaded (from card to computer).

◆

With the included stand or wall-mount the frame as easily as one would hang a painting

SP-DPF84 8.4˝ Digital Picture Frame with Real Walnut Wood Frame (SMDPF8.4128) .................................................................................................174.95
Also available: SP-104MW 10.4˝ with 128MB Memory & Real Walnut Wood Frame (SMDPF10.4WW) .......................................................................229.99

OptiPix Software

TRICOD

To provide a better viewing experience, each
Smartparts frame is bundled with easy-to-use
OptiPix software. Installed on a user’s PC, the
software makes it easy to find pictures, create
copies of the originals, optimize the images
for a better viewing experience and help users
transfer their selected pictures to their digital
picture frame.
With OptiPix installed and a USB frame or
memory card reader/writer connected to their
computer, users are able to copy pictures to
their frame’s memory or a memory card with
just a few clicks of their mouse. Users can also
easily transfer image files that have already
been rotated, resized and otherwise edited and
saved directly from their computer to a media
card for use in the digital picture frame.

Wearable, Mini Digital Photo Viewer
Load up to 56 of your favorite digital pictures on these 1.1˝
heart-shaped digital picture viewers, and then view them
anywhere in full color. They can be used as as keychain or
a pendant, and makes it easy to share pictures with family
& friends. Comes in a heart shaped jewelry box - wonderful
Mothers Day or birthday gift.
◆

Can display images in auto-play slideshow mode or manual mode

◆

Uses a built-in rechargeable battery

◆

Easy loading from any PC via a USB port

Available in heart-shaped Red (TRDPFHS11RD), egg-shaped Silver (TRDPFES11S) or egg-shaped
Pink (TRDPFES11PI) ...............................................................................................................39.95
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